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This paper will review the existing bankruptcy prediction
models which utilize financial ratios. The most notable models by
William H. Beaver and Edward I. Altman will be examined closely.
These models were developed from financial data of manufacturing
vise construction firms. A method of analysis will be developed
for distinguishing the significant differences in financial
reporting between the two industries. Using this information an
effort will be made to modifying the models that can be
applicable to the construction industry.
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The study of bankruptcy and business failure in general is
an important topic of research, especially as it applies in the
construction industry. The number of business failures has
dramatically increased in this decade as indicated by Dun and
Bradstreet Business Failure Records [1], 1988. The construction
industry alone accounted for 11.9 percent (6791 out of a total of
57098) of the bankruptcies in the U.S. as shown in Table 1. But
this statistic provided by Dun & Bradstreet, Inc. only includes
failures of firms registered in their Reference Book. For
example, the total number of business bankruptcy petitions filed
in 1983 was 95,439, while the number of failures recorded was
only 31,334. Based on these numbers, it is apparent that a good
deal of research is plausible into the causes and symptoms and
prediction on business failures in the construction industry.
Understanding the causes and symptoms business failure helps
in the identification and early warnings of impending financial
crisis. This is important not only to analysts and practitioners
but to commercial loaning agency, bonding companies, investors,
and even clients. It is also important to the firm in predicting
it's own financial distress to providing new direction of the
firm.

TABLE 1 Construction Failures for the Past 20 Years*
Year Total for all Total in Percent of









































*Source: Dun & Bradstreet, "Business Failure Records" [1]
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The problem with previous research [9, 10, 13, 14, and
20] on bankruptcy is that they are based on the analysis of
manufacturing companies, small firms, banks, insurance companies,
railroads, and savings and loan associations. There have been
little studies on bankruptcy prediction in the construction
industry. Most business failure prediction models were developed
using data from manufacturing firm that went bankrupt or
continuing. A summary of the leading studies will be summarized
in chapter 2.
The use of existing bankruptcy prediction model for the
construction industry may be unwarranted. As there are major
differences and goals between construction and the manufacturing
industry.
Also these bankruptcy prediction models were developed
using large firms as the financial data are made public. The
question is whether these models can be applied to smaller firms.
1.2 Objective and Methodology
This paper will review the various bankruptcy prediction
models as they may be applied to the construction industry. From
the numerous studies [9, 10, 13, 16, and 19] on bankruptcy, it is
agreed that financial ratios and its analysis provide useful
information. Financial ratio analysis is a technique of using
information from financial statements to assess strengths and
weaknesses of the current financial posture of a company. One

qualitative characteristic of useful information is its
predictive value. Successful prediction of an economic event by
means of financial information demonstrates its potential
usefulness of such information. The building of models by use of
financial ratios to predict events of interest is one method of
demonstrating potential usefulness of information. Prior studies
in the accounting, economic and finance literature provide
evidence that ratio from the balance sheet and the income
statements can predict bankruptcy, an economic event of interest
to decision-makers. It is accepted that there are many non-
financial symptoms that could be used in predicting company
failure. Non-financial symptoms, are qualitative rather than
quantitative and therefore do not lend themselves to being used
in the formation of prediction models. A qualitative study for
determining the causes and symptoms of bankruptcy was thoroughly
presented by Argenti [2] and Abbinante [31. In summary, Abbinante
stated that "detecting failure using 'common sense' may well be
the best prediction of bankruptcy. It only requires being attuned
to the realities of the marketplace for obvious signals of
failure." He also mentioned that the usefulness of prediction
models developed from financial ratios and by statistical methods
(i.e. Multiple Discriminant Analysis) could only be increased by
concentration on individual industries. It is clear that a
prediction model produced from financial ratios and then linked
with non-financial analysis would produce a most effective
screening procedure.

The goal Is to investigate whether bankrupt firms in
manufacturing are distinguishable from bankrupt firms in the
construction industry. A first step is to identify major
significant differences in between their financial reporting. The
method used for this study, involves evaluating the financial
ratios provided by reporting services of Dun & Bradstreet, Inc.
[4], Robert Morris Associates 151, and Leo Troy's Almanac [61.
Also, actual construction and manufacturing firms from the Value
Line [7 1 and Standard & Poor's Corporate Records [8 1 references
were selected in obtaining data for analysis. The Analysis of
Variance for the fixed effect model, one-way classification is
used as the most appropriate method of determining significance
between the two types of industries. Once a particular ratio or
set of ratios is determined to be distinguishable between
manufacturing and construction, the problem remains on how this
can effect an existing bankruptcy prediction model.
The scope of this paper involves determining the significant
ratios between construction and manufacturing and developing a
bankruptcy prediction model by modifying an existing model. Thus,
the model would be applicable to the construction industry.
Unfortunately, testing of the modified model could not be done as
financial data was not available.

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF BANKRUPTCY PREDICTION MODELS
2.1 Introduction
There have been a number of bankruptcy prediction models
developed over the pass three decades. Most utilize the same set
of variables (financial ratios), derived by a statistical search
through a number of plausible financial indicators. Two important
studies that pioneered the use of financial ratios to predict
bankruptcy will be discussed. They are, Beaver's model (1966)
using univariate discriminant analysis and Altman's model (1968)
using multivariate discriminant analysis (MDA). The other models
will also be introduced briefly.
2.2 William H. Beaver's Model
William H. Beaver's 1966 study [9] utilized the first modern
statistical evaluation of models to predict financial failure.
He defined: "Failure" as the inability of a firm to pay it's
financial obligations as they mature. Applying this definition to
his sample of failed firms, the group included bankruptcies, bond
defaults, overdrawn bank accounts, and firms that omitted payment
of preferred stock dividends. The seventy-nine failed firms were
identified from Moody's Industrial Manual during the time period
of 1954 to 1964. The majority of the seventy-nine failed firms

operated in the manufacturing type of business. No construction
firms were used. Their asset size range from $0.6 million to $45
million with a mean of approximately $6 million. A set of non-
failed firms similar in asset size were also selected to be used
to compare and discriminate against the failed firms.
After obtaining the financial statements of both sets for up
to five years prior to bankruptcy, Beaver examined thirty ratios
between the groups. These thirty ratios were selected based on
performance from previous studies and defined in terms of cash
flow. The data was analyzed by comparison of mean values and a
dichotomous classification test. In comparing the mean values,
Beaver concluded that with a degree of regularity the data
demonstrated differences in the mean for at least five years
before failure, with the differences increasing as the years of
failure approaches. This showed that there is a difference in the
ratios of failed firms and non-failed firms.
The dichotomous classification test makes a prediction of
whether a firm is either failed or non-failed. Under this test,
each ratio is arranged in ascending order and for a given ratio
an optimal cut-off point is found. This cut-off point is where
the percent of incorrect predictions is minimized. Thus, if a
firm's ratio is below the cut-off point, the firm is classified
as failed and if above it will be classified as non-failed. Using
this test, Beaver found that the best ratios to predict failure
are cash flow/ total assets, cash flow/ total debt, and net
income/ total debt. The cut-off points were then used to classify

firms in a holdout sample (which is not to be confused with the
original paired sample of non-failed firms). The results of the
test for the fraction of sample that is misclassif ied is shown in
the Table 2 below:
Table 2* Fraction Misclassif ied Using Dichotomous Test
Years before failure
Ratio
Cash Flow 0.10 0.20 0.24 0.28
Total Assets (0.10) (0.17) (0.20) (0.26)
Cash Flow 0.13 0.21 0.23 0.24
Total Debt (0.10) (0.18) (0.21) (0.24)
Net Income 0.15 0.20 0.22 0.26







Source: Beaver Study (1966, Table A-4). The fractions in
parenthesis are the results from the original sample of the first
test. The top fraction are the results from the holdout sample of
the second test.
As shown from above table 1, the ratio of the cash flow to
total debt misclassif ied only 13% of the sample firms one year
before bankruptcy and 22% of the sample firms 5 years before the
bankruptcy. Beaver concluded: "the evidence indicates that the

ratio analysis can be useful in the prediction of failure for at
least five years before failure."
2,3 Edward I. Altman's Model
Following Beaver's work, a number of researchers
investigated multivariate techniques of selecting a set of ratios
which best discriminates between failed and non-failed firms.
The most notable study involved Edward I. Altman's 1968 research
[10 and 21]. In this study bankruptcy referred to those firms
that are legally bankrupt and either placed in receivership or
have been granted the right to reorganize. This differs from the
broader definition that Beaver used. Altman's discriminant model
utilized the financial model of 33 firms declaring bankruptcy
during the period of 1946 to 1965 and paired with a stratified
sample of 33 firms not declaring bankruptcy. The study used only
manufacturing corporations ranging in size from $0.7 million to
$25.9 million. The use of multiple discriminant analysis (MDA) is
appropriate statistical technique in which only 2 groups
(bankrupt and non-bankrupt firms) are classified. MDA takes data
from distinct group and maximizes the statistical distance
between the two groups' data sets, relative to the difference in
the data within the groups. All ratios for bankrupt firms are
not equal and neither all non-bankrupt firm's ratio. There is
thus, a variation in the ratio within each group. But MDA
assumes that the ratios between the bankrupt and the non-bankrupt

groups differ systematically. Given such a difference, MDA
attempts to maximize the difference between groups relative to
the within group differences. The MDA generates a set of
discriminant coefficient for each variables ( ratios ). When
these coefficients are applied to the actual firms' ratios, a
score is produce as a basis of classification in one of the
mutually exclusive groupings, either bankrupt or non-bankrupt.
The form of the discriminant function is:
Z=AX +AX +...+AX
11 2 2 n n
where
:
Z is the value used to classify or predict the firm into
one of the groupings.
A , A , ..., A are the discriminant coefficients.12 n
X , X , ..., X are the set of predictor variables ( rat ios )
.
12 n
MDA has the advantage of considering an entire profile
characteristic common within the group of firms, while a
univariate study can only analyze the ratios one at a time [10].
From the list of 22 ratios, Altman selected the following
ratios for the final discriminant function as shown:





X = working capital/total assets
1
X = retained earnings/total assets
2
X = earnings before interests and taxes/total assets
3
X = market value of equity/book value of total debt
4
X = sales/total assets
5
The above function was first tested with the initial 66
sample firms. The empirical results of the model correctly
classified 95% of the total sample, 63/66, one year prior to
bankruptcy. The type I error (classifying a bankrupt firm as
non-bankrupt) is only 6%, while the type II error (classifying
non-bankrupt as bankrupt) was better at 3%. For 2 years prior to
bankruptcy, a reduction in accuracy of 83% was noted overall.
This evidence suggests that bankruptcy can be predicted at least
two years prior to the event. A second test was conducted using
a sample of 25 bankrupt firms and correctly classified 24 ( 96%).
Altman also tested a new sample of 66 non-bankrupt firms in
manufacturing which suffered losses and net income. The
discriminant model correctly classified 79% of the sample firms.
Altman further concluded that firms with the Z scores
greater than 2.99 are classified as non-bankrupt and those less
than 1.81 are classified as bankrupt. The firms that score
11

between 1.81 and 2.99 are in the " zone of ignorance " due to the
possibility of error classifications.
2.4 Other Bankruptcy Prediction Studies
Other studies of bankruptcy predictions with the use of
financial ratios included the following:
1. Beaver's 1968 study [11] which was an extension of his
1966 study investigated the predictability of the stock market
prices and accounting ratios. He concluded that stock market was
slightly better in predicting failure before the accounting
ratios
.
2. Deakin's 1972 study [12] used the accounting data and
multivariate discriminant analysis on bankrupt and non-bankrupt
companies. He concluded that most ratios showed discriminatory
ability. The test achieved bankruptcy classification rate of 97%
one year prior and over 70% for some previous years.
3. Edmister's 1972 study [13] tested the usefulness of
financial ratios for predicting small business failures. He
developed a seven - variable discriminant function from nineteen
initial ratios using stepwise MDA. A stepwise MDA restricts the
effects of multicollinearity of ratios, and results in providing
a function of independent ratio variables. A high accuracy
12

classification rate of 93 percent was noted. He further concluded
that for small firms at least three consecutive financial
statements be available for analysis. While large firms could be
analyzed with a single year financial statement. This is evident
from the Beaver and Altman studies.
4. Altman, Haldeman, and Narayanan's 1977 study [14]
introduces a new Zeta bankruptcy model using 7 variables. These
seven variables out of twenty-seven analyzed are: (1) Return on
assets (EBIT / Total Assets), (2) Stability of earnings (which is
the standard error of estimate of a ten-year trend on EBIT /
total assets), (3) Debt service (which is measured by taking the
log 10 of familiar interest coverage ratio, i.e. EBIT / Total
interest payments), (4) Cumulative profitability (retained
earnings / total assets), (5) Liquidity (current assets / current
liability), (6) Capitalization (Market value of equity / Total
capital), and (7) Size, which is measured by the firms* total
assets. They used large firms (greater than $20 million in
assets) in manufacturing and retailing. MDA technique was used to
find both a linear and a quadratic model structure for bankruptcy
classification. Their results indicated that the linear model
outperformed the quadratic structure in the tests of model
validity. Classification accuracy ranges from 96% (93% for
holdout sample) for one year prior to 70% five years prior for
the linear model.
5. Moyer's 1977 study [15] re-examined Altman's 1968
13

bankruptcy model and used a stepwise MDA method that developed a
model which eliminated the X4, market value of equity/book value
of total debt and X5, sales/total assets variables. Both the re-
estimate and alternative had high prediction rates of about 90%.
The re-estimate function was slightly better.
6. Holmen's 1988 study [16] made comparison of Beaver's 1966
model and Altman's 1968 model for bankruptcies occurring
between 1977 and 1984. The majority of the firms were in
manufacturing and only one construction firm out of a total of
84. The ratio of cash flow/total debt is used with two cut-off
points, 0.3 and 0.7 as determined by Beaver to be the single best
predictor of bankruptcy. Based on his analysis, Beaver's simple
cash flow to total debt ratio predicted bankruptcy with fewer
errors than Altman's five ratio Z-score.
The above studies are only a fraction of the total amount of
bankruptcy literature. In general, one may conclude that





FINANCIAL RATIO TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE
3.1 Test Procedure By Analysis of Variance
As noted from the previous chapter, financial ratio can be
used to predict an event of interest, in particular bankruptcy.
The models that were generated used financial data from mostly
manufacturing firms. Thus, the main question of this paper is
whether these models would be applicable to the construction
industry. The author believes not. A check of the significant
difference of variables (ratio) between construction and
manufacturing quantitatively is necessary. To accomplish this,
the analysis of variance, one way classification fixed effect
model will be used to determined significant difference in
financial ratios between construction and manufacturing. The
average ratio for each industry of which different branches of
construction and manufacturing are listed and obtain from Dun &
Bradstreet Industry Norms and Key Business ratios, the Robert
Morris Associates Annual Statement Studies, and Troy's Almanac of
Business & Industrial Financial Ratios. In Dun & Bradstreet and
Troy, construction was branch into six categories. Although,
manufacturing has much more categories, only six were chosen,
randomly.
The Analysis of Variance [17] is the appropriate procedure
for testing the equality of several population means. From this
15

test statistic, construction and manufacturing are called
"treatments". Each ratio from the twelve industry types (six
construction and six manufacturing types) provided will be an
observation. The parameter associated with the construction
treatment is called the construction treatment effect ( ^--c), and
the manufacturing treatment is called the manufacturing treatment
effect ( ^ m) . Thus, the statistical hypothesis test is as
follows
:
^c) = ( t\
HI ^*c) =/= (
'
c
Ho:( ^ c) <-m)=0
L t- \ ( T.
7s" T-*The statement Ho : ( u c) = ( u m) is called the null hypothesis
and the statement HI : ( '-^ c) =/= ( *- m) is the alternative
hypothesis. If the null hypothesis is true, then the treatment
effects of construction and manufacturing has no significant
difference on the variable (ratio) being tested. If the null
hypothesis is rejected, then HI is true and we can conclude that
the variable is significantly effected between the treatment of
construction and manufacturing. The rest of the computation is
shown in the following Table 3 below:
16

Table 3* Analysis of Variance for the One Way
Class if f i cat ion Fixed Eff ect Model
Source of Sum of Degrees o f Mean Fo
Variation Squares Freedom Square
Between SStreatment a - 1 MStreatment Fo
treatments
Error (w/in SSe N - a MSe
treatments
)
Total sst N - 1
Source: William W. Hines & Douglas C. Montgomery, "Probability
and Statistics in Engineering and Management Science", 2nd ed .
,
John Wiley & Son
Where
2V Y + ^Y )




(V'y ) + (V*y ) ( v"y + y\ )
SStreatment = z-x c Z-J m - J c ^^ m
n N
SSe = SSt - SStreatments
a = number of treatments (= 2)
n = number of observations per treatment
(Note: Each treatment should have equal number of observations)
N = n * a
MStreatment = SStreatment/ (a - 1)
MSe = SSe/ (N - a)
Fo = MStreatment/ MSe
17

The critical region is F ct , a-1, N-a . I f Fo > F <x ,a-l,N-a,
then Ho is rejected and conclude significant effects exist
between construction and manufacturing on the ratio being tested.
The alpha, CL , is the level of significance. For this test OL =
0.05. Appendix A shows the calculations.
3.2 Results of the Tests
The following financial ratios [see Appendix B] between
construction and manufacturing were tested. From the Almanac of




3. Net sales/ Net Working Capital
4. Coverage Ratio
5. Asset Turnover
6. Total Liability/ Net Worth
7. Debt Ratio
8. Return on Assets
9. Return on Equity
10. Retain Earnings to Net Income
This test was done for corporation with and without net
income and for corporation with net income only. For corporations




1. Total Liability/ Net Worth
2. Debt ratio
Note: Return on equity, retained earnings to net income could not
be test, since data was not available for some industry types.
For corporations with net income only, the following were found
signi f icant
:
1. Return on Equity
2. Retained Earnings to Net Income
From Dun & Bradstreet's Industry Norms and Key Business
Ratios, the following ratios were tested:
1. Quick Ratio
2. Current Ratio
3. Current Liability to Net Worth
4. Current Liability to Inventory
5. Total Liability to Net Worth
6. Fixed Assets to Net Worth
7. Sales to Inventory
8. Assets to Sales
9. Sales to Net Working Capital
10. Accounts Payable to Sales
11. Return on Sales
12. Return on Assets
13. Return on Net Worth






2. Current Liability/ Inventory
3. Sales / Inventory
From Robert Morris Associates Annual Statement Studies, the
following financial ratios were tested:
1. Current Ratio
2. Revenue/ Working Capital
3. Earnings Before Interest and Taxes/ Interest
4. Cash Flow / Current Maturities of Long Term Debt
5. Net Fixed Assets / Tangible Net Worth
6. Total Liabilities / Tangible Net Worth
7. % Profit before Tax/ Tangible Net Worth
8. % Profit before Tax/ Total Assets




2. Revenue / Working Capital
3. % Profit before Tax/ Total Assets
As for further test on significance between construction and
manufacturing on financial ratios, the ratios used in Altman's
and Beaver's Bankruptcy prediction models were also tested.
Actual firm's financial data came from Value Line Reports [see
Appendix CI and Standard & Poor's Corporate Records. The
20

following ratios were found significant:
1. Retained Earnings / Total Assets
2. Working Capital / Total Assets
3. Earnings Before Interest and Taxes/ Total Assets
Other ratios tested on these firms that are important to the
construction industry include:
1. Net Profit / Sales
2. Sales / Net worth
3. Profit / Net Worth
4. Profit / Working Capital
5. Sales / Working Capital
6. Current Ratio
7. Current Debt / Net Worth
The following ratios were found significant:
1. Sales / Net Worth
2. Profit / Net Worth
3. Current Ratio
4. Current Debt / Net Worth
3.3 Analysis of Test Results
From the Analysis of Variance test, one can conclude that
there exist significant differences between the construction and
manufacturing industries* financial data, and thus the make-up of




1. Total Liabilities to Net Worth (TL/NW):
Total Liabilities (debt) are all current liabilities and all
long term liabilities. This ratio measures the extent that
"creditors equity" in assets of the business exceeds that of
owners equity. The higher the ratio, the more risk being assumed
by the creditors. From the standard ratios by industry [Troy's
Almanac], the construction industry's TL/NW ratio is double in
value to that for manufacturing industry for reported corporation
with and without net income. Average TL/NW = 2.82 for
construction and TL/NW =1.4 for manufacturing. For corporation
with net income, TL/NW = 2.1 for construction and TL/NW = 1.27
for manufacturing. In general, this means that construction is at
more risk than manufacturing for the creditors. The construction
industry has twice the debt incurred than manufacturing relative
to their own equity.
2. Debt Ratio (Total Debt / Total Assets):
This leverage ratio shows the extent in which the firms are
financed by debt and indicates the firms financial risk. It is
somewhat similar to total liabilities / net worth. The higher the
ratio, the more risk for creditors. It is not surprising here
that the construction industry has a higher debt ratio (71.93% to
56.5% for the corporation with and without net income and 65.4%
to 53.5% for corporation with net income only).
22

3. Return on Equity (Profit / Net Worth):
This ratio measures the rate of return on the investment in
the business. The tendency in the industry is to look at this
ratio as a final criterion of profitability. A high ratio is
generally indicative of positive performance. However an
unusually high ratio could indicate a company with too little
investment. A low ratio may indicate poor performance,
conservative management or a mature company that has accumulated
a significant amount of wealth relative to its established volume
level. This ratio was more than double for the construction
industry than that of manufacturing (19.1% to 8.6% on average).
This indicates that construction has a higher rate of return than
manufacturing, if net income is realized by the firm. Actually,
this coincides with the investor saying, "Higher risk
investments, yields higher returns".
4. Retained Earnings / Net income:
This ratio is the percentage of earnings in the business.
For corporations with net income only, construction had
approximately a third more earnings than manufacturing relative
to net income.
5. Quick Ratio (Cash + Accounts Receivables / Current
Liabilities)
:
This ratio reveals the protection of short - term creditors
through the firms cash and near cash assets. The higher the
23

ratio, the greater the liquidity. But if too high, the firm may
have too much capital that is idle. From the industry ratio
norms, construction has average of 1.37 and manufacturing has
lower value at 1.05. Thus, construction is more liquid than
manufacturing. This conclusion can also be verified from the
following Figure 1:
Figure 1*
Comparison of Asset Structure of Various Industries
Agriculture |-














I 1 I I I I I I I
I I
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
*Source: Daniel W. Halpin, "Financial & Cost Concepts for
Construction Management", John Wiley & Son (1985): Fig 6.5
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From Figure 1, a larger percentage of the construction
industries assets are tied into cash and receivables than in the
manufacturing industry.
6. Current Liabilities / Inventory and Net Sales / Inventory:
These ratios are a measurement of how management controls
inventory. For both ratio, the construction industry was
significantly higher when compared with manufacturing. This says
that construction has a smaller amount of inventory relative to
sales (also see Figure 1) and total liability as compared to
manufacturing. This fact is true since construction contractors
use subcontractors and do not normally hold materials in storage
for long period of time. A low sales to inventory ratio usually
indicates excessively high inventory. By the very nature of the
manufacturing industry, these ratios are significantly more
important to them than in construction.
7. Current Ratio (Current Assets / Current Liabilities):
This ratio was determined to be significant in RMA's Annual
Statement Studies and from the actual firms that were tested. The
current ratio compares the amount of current assets with which
payments can be made to the amount of current liabilities
requiring payment. The higher the current ratio, the more capable
the company is of meeting its current obligations. For both test
of significance, manufacturing had a higher current ratio
(approximately 17% higher) than construction. This difference is
25

due to the idea that the construction industry in general incurs
higher debt (see debt ratio) and less material inventory tied up
from capital than does the manufacturing industry.
8. Revenue / Working Capital:
This ratio measures how working capital is used in the
business. Too high a ratio may indicate that the company is doing
too much work for the available working capital and an unduly
high sensitivity to a cash flow interruption. Too low a ratio may
indicate an inefficient use of working capital, possibly due to
poor market conditions or a poor marketing program. On average
construction had a higher revenue (sales) / working capital ratio
than manufacturing. This result relates well to the ratios of
return on equity and retain earnings to net income. With higher
revenues to working capital (current assets minus current
liabilities), a higher profit and earnings will be realized.
9. Percent Profit Before Tax / Total Assets:
This ratio reflects the pre-tax return on total assets and
measures the effectiveness of the firm in utilizing the available
resources. The higher the ratio, the more effective and efficient
is the performance of management. The result shows that
manufacturing has a significantly higher ratio than construction.
Which says that construction is less efficient than manufacturing
and this is probably due to higher overhead costs and numerous
unrealized work (contracts) from loss bidding.
26

10. Retained Earnings / Total Assets:
This ratio measures the cumulative earnings over time. As
Altman stated: "The age of a firm is implicitly considered in
this ratio. A relatively young firm will probably show a low
retained earning / total assets ratio because it has not had time
to build up it's cumulative profits... It's chance of being
classified as bankrupt is relatively higher than another, older
firm." Although the firms test here showed that manufacturing had
a higher average retained earnings / total assets ratio than
construction, the reason is not because the manufacturing firms
were older. It may be due to construction firms having a larger
total assets in terms of property (i.e. residential builders) and
equipment
.
11. Working Capital / Total Assets:
This liquidity ratio measures the net liquid assets relative
to the firms' total capitalization. Altman noted that, " A firm
experiencing consistent operating losses will have shrinking
current assets in relation to the total assets". Thus, the higher
the ratio, the more liquid and healthier the firm. The tested
firms showed that manufacturing had a higher ratio than
construction. This means that manufacturing has a greater working
capital from less debt (current liabilities). The working capital
/total asset ratio relates well to the ratios of debt ratio and
current ratio. The construction industry on average borrows more
27

of its capital relative to it's assets than the manufacturing
industry.
12. Earnings Before Interest and Taxes / Total Assets (EBIT /TA)
:
This ratio measures the true productivity of the firms*
assets. It is similar to the ratio, percent profit before tax /
total assets and thus produce similar significant test results.
Manufacturing has a higher EBIT / TA ratio than the construction
industry. Altman stated: "Since a firm's ultimate existence is
based on the earning power of it's assets, this ratio appears to
be more particularly appropriate for studies dealing with
corporate failure. Furthermore, insolvency in a bankruptcy sense
occurs when the total liabilities exceed a fair valuation of the
firm's assets with value determined by the earning power of the
assets"
.
13. Sales / Net Worth:
The sales to net worth ratio compares sales (revenues) to
net worth (equity). This ratio is often times referred to as
"Turnover of Equity". This ratio measures how the company's
investment is applied in the business. It indicates how effective
the company is using its investment. Too high a ratio may
indicate the company is overextended with too little of an
investment, while too low a ratio may indicate that the company
is not effectively using its capital. For this ratio, the test
results showed only a minor significant difference between
28

construction and manufacturing (Fo = 4.456 > FcC/1,18 = 4.41).
Construction has a higher sales / net worth ratio, this relates
similarly well and coincides with the ratio of return on equity
(profit / net worth) test results.
14. Current Debt to Net Worth:
The current debt (current liabilities) to net worth ratio
recognizes that as net worth increases in relation to creditors
equity, the risk assumed by the current creditors decreases, i.e.
the company is more capable of protecting the creditors by
absorbing possible losses. The higher the ratio, the more risk is
being assumed by the creditors. Conversely, a lower ratio
indicates a company with more borrowing capacity and greater long
term financial stability. Also, an extremely low ratio can
indicate a poorly leveraged condition which might result from
under aggressive financial policies. Construction had a higher
average current debt to net worth ratio than manufacturing. This
ratio is similar and coincides with the results of total
liabilities to net worth in that construction borrows more for
financing projects.
3.4 Summary of Analysis
The financial ratios analyzed and determined to be
significant have some inter-relationship among each other. Thus,
if the ratio is found significant then the other related ratio(s)
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are also significant. Also, if the ratio tested had a higher
average ratio value for the construction industry than the
manufacturing industry, then the other related ratio(s) had
similar relationships. The ratios using cash flow that Beaver
determined to be accurate predictors of business failures were
not found to be significant between the two industries. Thus, it
could be concluded that the ratios of cash flow / total debt, and
cash flow / total assets would be able to predict construction
failures. Here, cash flow is defined as net income plus
depreciation, depletion, and amortization.
The cash flow is a great importance to the construction
industry, actually for any type of industry. It is imperative for
construction contractors to use effective cash flow management,
due to the nature and practices of the industry. The movement of
cash is shown from the following scenario [18]: After a
contractor wins a bid, the initial expenses ( from ordering
material, obtaining labor and equipment, and mobilization cost)
are borne by the contractor. In order for pay for these initial
capital outlay or to supplement it's own capital, the contractor
must obtain a loan from a lending institution. Once the project
is underway, the contractor bills the client in the form of
progress payments, usually on a monthly basis. These billings are
verified by the clients representative, with the work that is
completed and if satisfactory to the terms of the contract, will
be approved for partial payment. In addition, as a protection to
the client and an incentive for the contractor to complete the
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project, the client retains a percentage of the approved progress
payment, usually 10%. This will depend on the terms of the
contract. It may be anywhere from 50% to 90% completion before
total retainage is released. Also, these progress payments are
typically paid one month later from the time it was requested.
For this scenario, the contractor has to used his own
capital or borrowed capital to initially finance a project.
Hopefully, with effective cash flow management, the client's
payments catches up with the contractor's expense such that at
the end of the project a profit is realized. The major risk for
the contractor is a none payment or late payments by the client
that effects his cash flow position to pay the creditors,
laborers, and suppliers. Obviously, this scenario just touched
the surface of the problems that could be encountered with cash
flow problems, but that is not the scope of this paper. These
receivable difficulties are one of the leading causes of
financial distress of a firm [1 and 3], especially for the small
firms who do not have cushion of large capital assets.
From the results of the analysis of variance test and their
causal effects between construction and manufacturing, one can
conclude that some of the financial ratios from the two
industries are significantly different. It was noted from the
bankruptcy studies that financial ratios can predict bankruptcy.
These bankruptcy prediction models of Beavers and Altmans were
built using bankrupt and non-bankrupt manufacturing firms.
Altman's model would not apply to the construction industry, as
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three of the five ratios in his Z-score model were significantly
different and a modification would need to made. The Beaver model





APPLICATION AND ANALYSIS OF EXISTING MODELS
The application of these significant analysis test results
is to determine how it would effect the existing models. For this
paper, only the models developed by Beaver's univariate and
Altman's multivariate will be looked at. For Beaver's univariate
model of ratio of cash flow / total debt, he had two cut-off
points of 0.03 and 0.07 from the two subsamples that he tested.
As shown in Appendix B, page 51, for the sample of ten
financially stable construction firms only two firms were below
the 0.03 cut-off and only one of the firms was below the 0.07
cut-off point. The sample of manufacturing firms had only one
firm below either of the two cut-off points. From this
application of the model, one can conclude that Beaver's model
can be equally applied for both construction and manufacturing
classification for business failure. Those firms that were below
the cut-off points are possible suspect of business failure or
were miss-classified by the model.
Applying Altman's Z-model function on the sample of
construction firms, the average Z-score is 2.507 with a standard
deviation of 1.655. Using Altman's cut-off zone of 1.81 and 2.99
(zone of ignorance), only four of the ten samples were above the
cut-off zone of non-bankrupt classification, three were below and
three were in the cut-off zone. This says that a majority of
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these construction firms are suspect for bankruptcy. But based on
the financial stability of these firms, the opposite
classification would be true. For manufacturing, the average Z-
score is 4.107 with a standard deviation of 2.575 (see Appendix D
for calculations). This says that the majority of those sampled
manufacturing firms would be classified as non-bankrupt. This is
true as most are financially stable, and in fact only two were in
the cut-off zone and the rest were above the 2.99 cut-off. Those
two in zone maybe a signal to the firms as possible bankruptcy
two years from now and changes must be made within the company to
move in a path of financial stability. From this application of
Altman's model, one can conclude that the model is not reliable
for the construction industry and requires modification or
development of a completely different model all together.
From Figure 2 below, it could be concluded that when
applying the Altman model for construction, the "zone of
ignorance" cut-off points would likely be located further left of
the construction sample normal curve (i.e. less than 2.507). This
cut-off point could be found by analyzing samples of bankrupt and
non-bankrupt construction firms and with the use of Multiple
Discriminant Analysis or other statistical methods like
regression analysis. This approach would be similar to Altmans.
Also from these statistical methods, new financial ratios other
than those five used by Altman could be found to be better
predictors in classifying a bankrupt from a non-bankrupt
construction firm. Unfortunately, this method approach is not
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part of this paper due to the difficulty in obtaining samples of
non-bankrupt construction firms.
Figure 2
















This paper does not try to prove whether financial ratios
are useful in predicting bankruptcy. The volumes of literature on
the subject has provided such evidence. What this paper does try
is prove that the current bankruptcy prediction models which were
mainly developed from the manufacturing data and point of view
can be made applicable to the construction industry. Through the
test of the average (norms) financial ratios of each industry it
could be concluded that construction and manufacturing differ
significantly between some of the ratios used for modeling.
The model by Beaver with its stress on the importance of
cash flow could be directly used for predicting bankruptcy in the
construction industry with the two optimal cut-off points
provided. Although, the number of tested sample observations was
small (ten construction firms and ten manufacturing firms). A
larger sample set could effect the location of the optimal cut-
off point for the construction industry in classifying failed or
non-failed. The cash flow ratios were determined to be the best
at predicting financial distress for the tested sample of
manufacturing firms [9 and 16]. Together with the facts of this
paper that there were no significant differences in the cash flow
ratios between construction and manufacturing, further stresses
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the importance of cash flow and it's effective management for the
construction industry.
The Altman model which utilizes five ratios in a linear
function, stresses the following important areas that greatly
effects the firms financial status as a going concern:
- Liquidity from Working Capital / Total Assets (TA)
- profitability from Retained Earnings/ TA
- productivity from Earnings Before Interest & Taxes/ TA
- economic market conditions from Market Value of Equity /
Book Value of Total Debt
- competitiveness of the firm from Sales / TA
These ratios all play a major roll in construction. But due to
practices and conditions between construction and manufacturing,
three ( WC/TA, RE/TA, EBIT/BVTD) of the five ratio were
reportedly significant. This effects the use of Altman's model
for application to the construction industry. Thus, the model
needs to be modified to off set these differences. To gain
acceptance, testing of a modified model needs to be accomplished
using bankrupt and non-bankrupt construction firms.
5.2 Recommendations
The limitations of this paper is that the Beaver and
determination of a modified Altman model could not be certified
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through sample testing of bankrupted construction firms. The
problems involved in finding financial data from bankrupt
construction firm. As a note, one Bankruptcy lawyer mention that
many construction firms, especially the small firms, do not have
strong financial accounting systems and some just play it by ear.
Also most construction firms are privately owned and access to
financial data is practically nil.
As a recommendation, access of financial data should be made
available for researchers even under anonymity. Further research
and testing in this subject will only improve and refine the
models that were mention in this paper.
The following are recommendations for further research on
bankruptcy prediction in the construction industry with the use
of financial ratio analysis:
1. Once financial data of bankrupt construction firms is made
available, further studies can be accomplished to determine a
different cut-off point for Altman's model. Thus, the model can
be applied for the construction industry.
2. Development of a new model altogether utilizing financial
ratios that are more significantly important or have more
"weight" for construction than manufacturing in predicting
bankruptcy. Also other factors besides financial ratios could be
included in the prediction model like outside influences, i.e.
prime interest rate or the company's management effectiveness.
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3. Another recommendation would be to shift the construction's
normal curve for Z-scores (from Figure 2) to the right by the
difference between the two mean Z-scores of manufacturing and
construction (4.107 - 2.507 = 1.6). Thus, the construction
industry model would have a constant added to Altman's Z-model
function. Then testing of this modified model using samples of
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The following are sample Analysis of Variance calculations
for Altman's financial ratios only. The other ratio calculations
were not included as they are repetitive.
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Analysis of Variance Calculations
Test for Significant Differences in Financial Ratios
Altman's Financial Ratios:
1. Working Capital / Total Assets
2 2 2 2
SS = [(0.07) +(.118) + ... +(.279) ] - (1.716 + 3.061) = 0.2998
t 20
2 2 2
SS = (1.716) + (3.061) - (1.716 + 3.061) = 0.09045
treatment 10 20
SS 0.2998 - 0.09045 = 0.2093
Source of Sum of Deg rees of Mean
Variation Squares Freedom Square
Betweeen







From table V [17], F = 4.41
0.05,1,18
Therefore, F > F and conlude that there is
o 0.05,1,18
significant difference between the working capital / total assets
ratios of construction and manufacturing industry.
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Analysis of Variance Calculations
Test for Significant Differences in Financial Ratios
Altman's Financial Ratios:
2. Retained Earnings / Total Assets:
2 2 2 2
SS = [(.198) + (.038) + ... +(.193) ] - (1.613 + 3.349) = 0.522
t 20
2 2 2
SS = (1.613) + (3.349) - (1.613 + 3.349) = 0.151
treatment 10 20
SS = 0.522 - 0.151 = 0.371
e
Source of Sum of Degrees of Mean
Variation Squares Freedom Square
Betweeen











> F and conlude that there is
o 0.05,1,18
significant difference between the retained earnings/total assets
ratios of construction and manufacturing industry.
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Analysis of Variance Calculations
Test for Significant Differences in Financial Ratios
Altman's Financial Ratios:
3. Earnings Before Interest & Tax / Total Assets:
2 2 2 2
SS = [(0.104) +(.110) + ...+(.200) ] - (0.655 + 1.460) = 0.1346
t 20
2 2 2
SS = (0.655) + (1.460) - (0.655 + 1.460) = 0.0324
treatment 10 20
SS = 0.1346 - 0.0324 = 0.1039
e
Source of Sum of Degrees of Mean
Variation Squares Freedom Square
Betweeen







From table V, Percentage points of the F distribution [17],
F = 4.41
0.05,1,18
Therefore, F > F and conlude that there is
o 0.05,1,18
significant difference between the earnings before interest & tax
/ total assets ratios of construction and manufacturing industry.
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Analysis of Variance Calculations
Test for Significant Differences in Financial Ratios
Altman's Financial Ratios:
4. Market Value of Equity / Book Value Total Debt:
2 2 2 2
SS = UO. 290) +(2.36) + ... + (1.659) ] - (9.442 +19.799) = 65.00
t 20
2 2 2
SS = (9.442) +(19.799) - (9.442 + 19.799) = 5.214
treatment 10 20
SS = 65.00 - 5.214 = 59.786
e
Source of Sura of Degrees of Mean F
Variation Squares Freedom Square o
Betweeen
Treatments 5.214 1 5.214 1.57
Error (w/in
treatments) 59.786 18 3.32
Total 65.00 19
From table V (17], F = 4.41
0.05,1,18
Therefore, F < F and conlude that there is no
o 0.05,1,18
significant difference between the market value of equity / book




Analysis of Variance Calculations
Test for Significant Differences in Financial Ratios
Altman's Financial Ratios:
5. Sales / Total Assets:
2 2 2 2
SS = [(1.890) +(.888) + ...+(1.940) ] - (12.939+16.023) = 9.73
t 20
2 2 2
SS = (12.939) +(16.023) - (12.939 + 16.023) = 0.474
treatment 10 20
SS = 9.73 - 0.474 = 9.26
e
Source of Sum of Degrees of Mean F
Variation Squares Freedom Square o
Betveeen
Treatments 0.474 1 0.474 0.91
Error (v/in
treatments) 9.26 18 0.51
Total 9.73 19
From table V [17], F = 4.41
0.05,1,18
Therefore, F < F and conlude that there is no
o 0.05,1,18
significant difference between the sales / total assets ratios of









WC/TA RE/TA EBIT/TA MVE/BVTD S/TA
1 BLOUNT, INC 0.070 0. 198 0. 104 0.290 1 . 890
2 DRAVO CORP 0. 118 0.038 0. 110 2.360 0.888
3 FLUOR CORP 0.233 0.094 0.018 2.214 2.490
4 MORRSN KNSN 0. 196 0.255 0.015 1 . 038 2. 125
5 CENTEX CORP 0.309 0.341 0.091 0.784 1.469
6 PHM CORP 0. 127 0.053 0.096 0.090 0.315
7 RYLAND GRP 0.048 0.034 0.096 0.980 0.208
8 STD PACIFIC 0. 118 0.266 0.055 0.475 2.267
9 M.D.C.HLDGS 0.306 0.080 0.004 . 030 0.580
10 KAUF &BRD 0. 191 0.254 0.067 1. 181 0.707
SUM Y 1.716 1.614 0.655 9.442 12.939
AVERAGE 0. 172 0. 161 0.065 0.944 1.294
1 DALLAS CORP 0.367 0.264 0.092 0.991 1.761
2 ELCOR CORP 0.227 0.152 0.083 8.396 1 . 479
3 INT'L ALUM 0.367 0.614 0.219 3.515 1.471
4 MANVILLE CO 0.283 0.298 0.132 0.274 0.750
5 OWENS -CRNG 0.064 0.550 0.372 0.571 1.774
6 BIRD, INC 0.288 0. 104 0.002 0.673 1.768
7 AMERON INC 0.241 0.460 0.099 1 . 082 1. 166
8 JUSTN IND 0.490 0.381 0.122 0.837 1. 168
9 MRGN PROD 0.456 0.331 0.139 1 . 803 2.746
10 CRANE CO 0.279 0. 193 0.200 1.659 1.940
SUM Y 3.061 3.349 1 . 460 19.799 16.023
AVERAGE 0.306 0.335 0. 146 1 . 980 1.602







WORKING CAPITAL / TOTAL ASSETS
RETAINED EARNINGS / TOTAL ASSETS
EARNINGS BEFORE INTEREST & TAX / TOTAL ASSETS
MARKET VALUE OF EQUITY / BOOK VALUE OF TOTAL DEBT






1 BLOUNT, INC 0.260 0.051 0.067
2 DRAVO CORP 2.200 0.457 1.972
3 FLUOR CORP 0.979 0.054 0.233
4 MORRSN KNSN 1.230 0. 107 0.761
5 CENTEX CORP 0.250 0.057 0. 198
6 PHM CORP 0.017 0.011 0.016
7 RYLAND GRP 0.340 0.011 0.296
8 STD PACIFIC 0.296 0.049 0.070
9 M.D.C.HLDGS 0.043 0.026 0.034
10 KAUF &BRD 0.210 0.052 0. 173
SUM Y 5.825 0.875 3.820
AVERAGE 0.582 0.087 0.382
1 DALLAS CORP 0. 196 0.043 . 06
1
2 ELCOR CORP 0.024 0.061 . 00
3 INT'L ALUM . 868 0.145 0.636
4 MANVILLE CO 0. 174 0.060 0.077
5 OWENS -CRNG 0.212 0. 192 0.131
6 BIRD, INC 0.401 0. 118 0.235
7 AMERON INC 0.242 0.075 0. 125
8 JUSTN IND 0.252 0.085 0. 103
9 MRGN PROD 0.247 0.069 0.119
10 CRANE CO 0.406 0. 132 0.275
SUM Y 3.022 0.981 1.761
AVERAGE 0.302 0.098 0. 176





CASH FLOW / TOTAL DEBT
CASH FLOW / TOTAL ASSETS




CONSTRUCTION NETP/S S/NW P/NW P/WC
1 BLOUNT, INC 0.064 7.960 0.508 0.227
2 DRAVO CORP 0.043 2.709 0. 117 0.325
3 FLUOR CORP 0.011 8.530 0.094 . 365
4 MORRSN KNSN 0.019 8.512 0. 165 0.431
5 CENTEX CORP 0.020 4.816 0.095 0. 103
6 PHM CORP 0.028 4.632 0. 130 0.018
7 RYLAND GRP 0.046 5.236 0.242 0. 199
8 STD PACIFIC 0. 163 2.206 0.359 0.245
9 M.D.C.HLDGS 0. 121 3.784 0.459 0. 175
10 KAUF &BRD 0.053 3.896 0.207 0.270
SUM Y 0.568 52.281 2.376 2.358














0.025 3.346 0.085 . 096
0.002 4.006 0.006 0.010
0.066 2. 193 0. 144 0.263
0.043 2.585 0. 112 0.287
0.070 4.641 0.323 1.931
0.019 3.909 0.075 0.092
0.033 2.748 0.091 0. 161
0.000 2.530 0.076 0.071
0.012 5. 101 0.063 0.074
0.037 4.782 0. 179 0.208
0.307 35.841 1. 154 3. 193
0.031 3.584 0. 115 0.319
SOURCE: VALUE LINE REPORTS S< STD AND POOR'S CORPORATE RECORDS
LEGEND:
NETP/S = NET PROFIT / SALES
S/NW = SALES / NETWORTH
P/NW = PROFIT / NETWORTH







1 BLOUNT, INC 3.545 1. 150 2. 190
2 DRAVO CORP 7.540 1.493 0.728
3 FLUOR CORP 33.220 1. 180 1.330
4 MORRSN KNSN 22.330 1.220 1.737
5 CENTEX CORP 5.230 1.539 1.211
6 PHM CORP 0.648 2.070 6.681
7 RYLAND SRP 4.318 2.483 0.818
8 STD PACIFIC 1 . 506 4.200 0.458
9 M.D.C.HLDGS 1.444 2.373 1.878
10 KAUF &BRD 5.064 1.529 1.455
SUM Y 84.845 19.237 18.486
AVERAGE 8.485 1.924 1 . 849
1 DALLAS CORP 3.769 2.743 . 509
2 ELCOR CORP 6.503 2. 144 . 604
3 INT'L ALUM 4.010 2.404 0.434
4 MANVILLE CO 6.642 1.737 0.528
5 OWENS -CRNG 27.755 1. 174 0.852
6 BIRD, INC 4.800 2.536 0.530
7 AMERON INC 4.842 1.906 0.596
8 JUSTN IND 2.374 3.930 0.364
9 MRGN PROD 6.030 2.867 0.453
10 CRANE CO 5.550 1.977 0.827
SUM Y 72.275 23.418 5.697
AVERAGE 7.227 2.342 0.570
SOURCE: VALUE LINE REPORTS S< STD AND POOR'S CORPORATE RECORDS
LEGEND:
S/WC = SALES / WORKING CAPITAL
CA/CL = CURRENT ASSETS / CURRENT LIABILITIES
CD/NW = CURRENT DEBT / NETWORTH
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TROY'S FINANCIAL RATIOS (CORP W/ & W/O NET INCOME.)
CONSTRUCTION CA/CL C+AP/CL NETS/NWC NIBIT/IP S/TA
1 GEN B CONT 1.30 0.70 10.60 1.40 1.50
2 OPER BLDR 1.50 0.60 1.70 1 . 00 1.30
3 HVY CONST 1 . 30 0.30 16.70 1.70 1.70
4 PLMB,HTG,AC 1.40 0.90 12.30 2.40 *
5 ELEC WK 1.50 1 .00 1 1 . 00 1.70 2.40
6 OTHER SP TRD 1.50 1.00 12.40 1 . 60 2.50
SUM Y 8 . 50 5.10 64.70 9 . 80 *










1.50 1 . 30 4. 10 1 . 60 1.00
1.90 1 . 00 4.00 3.60 1. 10
1.60 0.90 5.50 1.60 1.00
1.40 0.70 13.20 1.60 1.30
2 . 00 1 . 00 6. 10 4. 10 1.90
1.40 0.80 11.70 2.20 0. 80
9 . 80 5.70 44.60 14.70 7. 10
1.63 0.95 7.43 2.45 1. 18
LEGEND:
CA/CL = CURRENT ASSETS / CURRENT LIABILITIES
C+AP/CL = CASH + ACCOUNTS PAYABLE / CURRENT LIABILITIES
NETS/NWC = NET SALES / NET WORKING CAPITAL
NIBIT/IP = NET INCOME BEFORE INTEREST & TAX / INTEREST PAID
S/TA = SALES / TOTAL ASSETS
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TROY'S FINANCIAL RATIOS (CORP W/ & W/O NET INCOME)
CONSTRUCTION TL/NW TD/TA NIBT/TA P/NW RE/N]















4.00 80 . 20 1.00
4.50 81.90 0. 10
1.60 62.00 2.00
2.70 72.60 2.60
1.90 65 . 80 1.70
2.20 69. 10 1 . 80
1 6 . 90 431.60 9.20
2.82 71.93 1.53
1 . 00 »
*
. 20 *





1 MTR VEH&EQ 2.70 73.10 3.10 5.70 43.70
2 ELC CMP&ACC 1.10 51.30 4.70 4.30 55.50
1.20 54 . 80 1.40 0.30 *
1.40 58.90 2.30 2.80 6. 10
1. 10 52.90 8.60 9 . 50 76 . 20
0.90 48.00 3.50 3.40 *
8.40 339.00 23.60 26 . 00 *
1.40 56.50 3.93 4.33 *
LEGEND:
TL/NW = TOTAL LIABILITIES / NET WORTH
TD/TA = TOTAL DEBT / TOTAL ASSETS
NIBT/TA = NET INCOME BEFORE INTEREST lc TAX / TOTAL ASSETS
P/NW = PROFIT / NET WORTH
RE/NI = RETAIN EARNINGS / NET INCOME

TROY'S FINANCIAL RATIO (CORP W/ NET INCOME!)
CONSTRUCTION
MANUFACTURING
CA/CL C+AP/CL NETS/NWC NIBIT/IP S/TA
1 GEN B CONT 1.40 0.80 10.20 3.60 1 . 80
2 OPER BLDR 1.60 0.70 1.20 2.20 . 30
3 HVY CONST 1.40 1.00 14.30 5. 20 1 . 80
4 PLMB,HTG,AC 1.50 1 . 00 10.80 7.70 *
5 ELEC WK 1.70 1.20 8.40 5.70 2.30
6 OTHER SP TRD 1.70 1.20 9 . 50 5.80 *
SUM Y 9 . 30 5.90 54 . 40 30 . 20 *
AVERAGE 1.55 0.38 9.07 5.03 *
1 MTR VEH&EQ 1.50 1.30 4.30 1 . 80 0.90
2 ELC CMP&ACC 2.00 1.00 4. 10 5.80 1.20
3 G IND MACH 1.60 . 90 5.40 3.50 1 . 00
4 MIL,PLYS<REL 1.40 0.70 1 2 . 50 2.40 1.30
5 FURN2<FIXT 2 . 20 1.20 5.60 6.50 1 . 90
6 PLAS &SYN 1.40 0.80 1 1 . 70 2.90 0.90
SUM Y 10. 10 5.90 43.60 22 . 90 7 . 20
AVERAGE 1.68 0.98 7.27 3.82 1.20
LEGEND:
CA/CL = CURRENT ASSETS / CURRENT LIABILITIES
C+AP/CL = CASH + ACCOUNTS PAYABLE / CURRENT LIABILITIES
NETS/NWC = NET SALES / NET WORKING CAPITAL
NIBIT/IP = NET INCOME BEFORE INTEREST S< TAX / INTEREST PAID
S/TA = SALES / TOTAL ASSETS
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TROY'S FINANCIAL RATIOS (CORP W/ NET INCOME)
CONSTRUCTION TL/NW TD/TA NIBT/TA P/NW RE/NI

























































2.60 72.40 4 . 20 8 . 90 62.30
1.00 50.20 7.80 9.40 77.90
1 . 20 54.70 5.00 7 . 00 47 . 90
1. 10 52.30 4.40 6.20 60. 30
0.90 47.50 12.80 1 4 . 90 85.70
0.80 43.90 4.80 5 . 00 22.30
7.60 32 1 . 00 39.00 51.40 356.40
1.27 53.50 6.50 8.57 59.40
LEGEND:
TL/NW = TOTAL LIABILITIES / NETWORTH
TD/TA = TOTAL DEBT / TOTAL ASSETS
NIBT/TA = NET INCOME BEFORE TAXES / TOTAL
P/NW = PROFIT / NET WORTH




D & B'S FINANCIAL RATIOS
CONSTRUCTION CA/CL C+R/CL CL/NW CL/INV TL/NW
1 RES CONTR 1.70 1. 10 74 . 00 155.50 98.90
2 CONC WK 1.70 1.40 59 . 90 297.60 89 . 50
3 NONRES CONT 1.70 1.30 94. 10 258.70 112.90
4 HWY&STR CONT 1.70 1 . 30 63 . 80 396.00 1 00 . 50
5 BR TUNS<ELV HW 1.90 1.40 62.20 294.90 93 . 00
6 WTTR SWRMJTL 1 . 80 1.30 60 . 00 350.40 91.40
7 HVY CONST 1.70 1.20 6 1 . 80 269 . 90 95.60
8 PLBG,HTG,AC 2.00 1.40 66. 10 200.50 90 . 60
9 ELEC WK 2.20 1.60 52. 10 502.70 72.60
10 MASNRY&OTH 2.00 1 . 70 51.40 236.20 74. 10
SUM Y 18.40 13.70 645.40 2962.40 919. 10
AVERAGE .1.84 1.37 64.54 296.24 91.91
MANUFACTURING
1 MILLWK
2 WD KTCHN CAB
3 CONSTR MACH
4 HTG EQP&ELC









2.00 1. 10 57. 10 120.70 90.80
2.00 1.20 49 . 80 168.90 84.70
1.90 1.00 88 . 90 97.40 129.60
1.90 0.90 51.40 106.40 90.50
1.70 . 60 110. 50 98 . 80 1 43 . 00
1.90 1. 10 83. 10 121.20 1 06 . 90
2.00 1. 10 85 . 60 121.80 112. 10
1.90 1. 10 81.70 126.70 109.00
1.90 1.00 77 . 70 117.40 1 1 . 80
2.50 1.40 44 . 80 1 1 1 . 60 66 . 20
9.70 10.50 730.60 1190.90 1 034 . 60
1.97 1.05 73.06 119.09 103.46
LEGEND:
CA/CL = CURRENT ASSETS / CURRENT LIABILITIES
C+R/CL = CASH + RECEIVABLES / CURRENT LIABILITIES
CL/NW = CURRENT LIABILITIES / NETWORTH
CL/INV = CURRENT LIABILITIES / INVENTORY
TL/NW = TOTAL LIABILITIES / NETWORTH
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D & B'S FINANCIAL RATIOS
CONSTRUCTION
MANUFACTURING
FA/NW S/INV A/S S/NWC
LEGEND:
FA/NW = FIXED ASSETS / NETWORTH
S/INV = SALES / INVENTORY
A/S = ASSETS / SALES
S/NWC SALES / NET WORKING CAPITAL
AP/S = ACCOUNTS PAYABLE / SALES
AP/S
1 RES CONTR 29. 10 27.60 34.70 10.80 5.40
2 CONC WK 63.50 81.00 33.70 10.00 4.80
3 NONRES CONT 26.20 77.00 28.50 11.60 7. 10
4 HWY8<STR CONT 75.70 64.40 43.60 9.50 5.20
5 BR TUN&ELV HW 46 . 90 51. 10 43 . 20 7.80 6 . 30
6 WTTR SWR&UTL 66 . 50 60 . 1 45 . 80 8.40 4.90
7 HVY CONST 70 . 50 42.00 50.20 8.20 5 . 30
8 PLBG,HTG,AC 36.70 26.90 32. 10 8.70 5.30
9 ELEC WK 33 . 1 28.70 34 . 20 7.20 4.40
10 MASNRY&OTH 48.50 52 . 90 3 1 . 80 8.80 3.80
SUM Y 496.70 511.70 377.80 91.00 52.50
AVERAGE 49.67 51. 17 37.78 9. 10 5.25
1 MILLWK 51.80 1 1 . 70 38.00 7.90 4.30
2 WD KTCHN CAB 58.80 20.60 33.50 9. 10 4.00
3 CONSTR MACH 47.30 5.30 56.80 4.90 6. 10
4 HTG EQP&ELC 36.60 7.30 52.40 5.80 5.60
5 AUTO, RE M VEH 26.90 7.80 29.20 11.90 2.70
6 HM FURNG 20.70 10.60 30.30 9.00 5.30
7 LMBR,PLWD,OTH 23.20 10.50 28.00 10.50 4.30
8 CONSTR MATL 29.40 11.20 33.20 8.60 6.80
9 COML MACH,EQP 23.60 10. 10 31.90 8.60 5.20
10 ELEC EQP 31.70 8.00 55. 10 4.50 5.30
SUM Y 350.00 103. 10 388.40 80.80 49.60
AVERAGE 35.00 10.31 38.84 8.08 4.96
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ROBERT MORRIS ASSOCIATES' FINANCIAL RATIOS
CONSTRUCTION CA/CL RV/WC EBIT/I CF/CMLTD FXA/TNW
1 GEN B RES 1.20 19.90 2.90 1.90 0.30
2 COMM CONS 1.40 15. SO 3.30 3.60 0.30
3 ELEC WK 1.60 10.40 4. 10 2.90 0.30
4 HVY CONS 1.50 13.20 2.00 2.40 0.70
5 HWY & STR 1.40 14.40 1.80 1.60 0.90
6 PLMB,HTG,AC 1.50 10.90 3.20 2.30 0.30
SUM Y 8 . 60 84 . 60 17.30 14.70 2.80
AVERAGE 1.43 14. 10 2.88 2.45 0.47
MANUFACTURING
1 WD FURN 1.90 8.30 3.50 2.70 0.60
2 MILLWK 1.70 9 . 80 2.40 2.80 . 60
3 ELC CMP&ACC 1.70 6.90 3.70 3.20 . 60
4 G IND M&EQ 1.80 5.80 2.50 2.70 0.60
5 MTR VEH P&A 1.70 8.70 3.30 3.50 . 60
6 PLAS &SYN 1.50 1 1 . 90 4.40 4. 10 0.80
SUM Y 10.30 5 1 . 40 1 9 . 80 1 9 . 00 3. 80
AVERAGE 1.72 8.57 3.30 3. 17 0.63
LEGEND:
CA/CL = CURRENT ASSETS / CURRENT LIABILITIES
RV/WC = REVENUE / WORKING CAPITAL
EBIT/I = EARNINGS ! BEFORE : INTEREST & TAXES / INTEREST
CF/CMLTD = CASH FLOW / CURRENT MATURITIES OF LONG TERM DEBT
FXA/TNW = FIXED ASSTES / TANGIBLE NETWORTH
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D & B'S FINANCIAL RATIOS
CONSTRUCTION RET/S RET/A RET/NW
1 RES CONTR 3.70 6.80 18.50
2 CONC WK 5.30 12.70 28.50
3 NONRES CONT 2.30 7.70 19.40
4 HWY&STR CONT 4.30 8.70 18.90
5 BR TUN&ELV HW 3. 10 5.70 13. 10
6 WTTR SWR&UTL 5. 10 9. 10 18.60
7 HVY CONST 4.60 6.70 14.40
8 PLBG,HTG,AC 3.90 9.00 19.40
9 ELEC WK 4.40 9.90 1 8 . 30
10 MASNRY&OTH 4. 10 9.50 22 . 20
SUM Y 41.40 85. 80 191.30
AVERAGE 4. 14 8.58 19. 13
MANUFACTURING
1 MILLWK 3.50 7.30 15.30
2 WD KTCHN CAB 5.70 11. 10 25.90
3 CONSTR MACH 3.50 4.60 12.30
4 HTG EGP&ELC 1.80 2.20 8.60
5 AUTO, RE M VEH 1.50 4.30 14.30
6 HM FURNG 3.20 6.50 16.40
7 LMBR,PLWD,OTH 2. 10 6.00 14.40
8 CONSTR MATL 3. 10 6.80 16.40
9 COML MACH,EQP 4. 10 7.60 20.00
10 ELEC EQP 5.40 8.60 14.60
SUM Y 33 . 90 65 . 00 158.20
AVERAGE 3.39 6.50 15.82
LEGEND:
RET/S = NET INCOME BEFORE TAX / SALES
RET/A = NET INCOME BEFORE TAX / ASSETS




CONSTRUCTION D/TNW %PBT/TNW %PBT/TA
1 GEN B RES 3. 10 24.80 5.20
2 COMM CONS 2.00 12.50 4.00
3 ELEC WK 1.30 14.30 6.00
4 HVY CONS 1.30 5.20 1.40
5 HWY & STR 1 . 60 8.20 2.30
6 PLMB f HTG,AC 1.70 11.30 4.50
SUM Y 1 1 . 00 76.30 24.00
AVERAGE 1.83 12.72 4.00
MANUFACTURING
1 WD FURN 1.30 18.80 8.20
2 MILLWK 1.50 16.30 6.00
3 ELC CMP&ACC 1.40 24.40 3.00
4 G IND M&EQ 1.40 11.80 5.20
5 MTR VEH P&A 1.40 17.80 7.60
6 PLAS &SYN 1.50 24.00 3.00
SUM Y 8.50 113.70 45.00
AVERAGE 1.42 18.35 7.50
LEGEND:
D/TNW = TOTAL DEBT / TANGIBLE NETWORTH
ZPBT/TNW = PERCENT PROFIT BEFORE TAX / TANGIBLE NETWORTH






The following pages are sample copies of construction and
manufacturing from Value Line, Inc., "Investment Survey." Only
three samples are included. The other companies can be obtained
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CAPITAL STRUCTURE M o4 12/31 lU
Total Debt J64 mill. Due In S Yra JJ5. / mill.
LT Debt $51 mill LT IrJterest J54mill.
Excludes IX 1 million In delarrad mlnaral produc-
tion payments. Includes SI 7 million in capitalized
IttMl
(LT intarast aarnad: / lx; total Imaraat coverage:
7ft) (34HofCap1)
Laasaa, Uncapltaliied Annual rentals 12* 9 mm
Panaion Uabllity Nona in 88 vs. Nona in 87
PM Slock $22 6 mill. PM Dhr'd 12 7 null.
47.886 shs. $2,475 cum. ($1 par), each convertible
into 3 216 common shares; 200,000 shares. S3 09
cum. Series 0. each share convertible into S 556
common shares. Dravo may opt to convert the
Series issue to 12.33% Senior Sub. Convertible
notes (due 9/21A8) with same 5666 common
share conversion rale. (13% of Cap



































































OJAfiTERLY SALES (J sat.)
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1990 I 1991 11992 11993
BUSINESS: Oravo Corp. began operating eidusnrery as a natural
resources company on Jan 1. 1988. when all its engineering and
construction end materials handling businesses ware listed as dis-
continued operations. Major lines. Oravo Lime, me largest U S
lima supplier, sells principally by long-term contract to unities
(lime a used to help remove sulfur dioxide bom tossii luel emis-
sions). Oravo Basic Materials sells aggregates Employee costs:
25% of revs. '88 depreciation rata: 5.4%. Est'd plant age: 8 years.
Has 2.455 employees: 4.890 shareholders. Insiders own 1% or com-
mon slock Chairman 4 C E O w O Roth. President C. A. Torberl.
Jr Incorporated: Pennsylvania. Address: One Oliver Plaza.
Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania 15222. Telephone: 412-566-3000.
Demand .for Dravo's lime products
remains strong. SuLl healthy . end-user
merchant markets — particularly steel
manufacturing— are raising output levels
for metallurgical lime (used in integrated
steel making), as well as increasing
demand for lime used for waste treatment
processes at steel production plants. Or-
ders are up from pulp and paper manufac-
turers, too. What's more, electric utility
needs are likely to remain fairly stable,
given that contracts for scrubber lime
(used to remove sulfur dioxide from utili-
ties' power plant emissions) are on a long-
term oasis.
Prospects are looking brighter for the
Basic Materials Group, which was hurt
last year by poor demand from the econom-
ically sluggish Louisiana and Texas
markets. Given signs of a strengthening
economy in this region (thanks to firmer
oil prices), we expect to see a mild pickup
in road construction, and accordingly fa-
vorable comparisons from the aggregates
business.
We estimate the company's bottom
line will top $1.00 a share in 1389. Com-
bine the abovementioned positives with a
slight improvement in operating margins
and further benefits from net operating
loss carryforwards (which are now being
netted directly against the company's tax
liability under new accounting rules) and
Dravo's earnings are likely to climb a
hefty 40% this year.
The company's finances are on a bet-
ter footing, too. Late last year, the com-
pany completed a long-term financing ar-
rangement in excess of $85 million with a
unit of Prudential Insurance Company in
return for senior notes and shares of a con-
vertible preferred stock which, if con-
verted, would represent 7% of Dravo's out-
standing common shares. This move allows
the company to consolidate much of its
debt obligations and will also give it
needed flexibility to grow its natural
resource business.
Nonetheless, based on recent unexcit-
ing earnings comparisons, Dravo
shares are likely to be only average
performers in the year ahead. And un-
der the company's current configuration,
capital appreciation over the 3- to 5-year
pull appears to be subpar.
Beverly G. Mochtinger April 28, 1989
(A) Based on average shares outstanding. Ex-
cludes nonrecurring gains (losses): 82. 30<;
'83. (46t). '34. d$65; extraordinary gain: 86.
$1 95; 87. 56<; 36. H. discontinued operations:
86 (J I 57). 87. (110 04). 88. (Jl 33). Nan earn-
ings report due mid May. (B) Dividend onuttad
on 7/24787. Dale o> next dividend meeong a
unknown. (C) Includes intangibles in '88. $.1
million. ItVsh. (D) In millions, adjusted lor
saock spirts.
Company 'a Financial Strang* 8
Stock's Price Stability 30
Price Growth Persistence - 10
Earnings Predictability 15
Factual material Is obtained Irom sources believed to be reliable, but trie publisher is not responsible for any errors or omissions contained herein.









































Working dpi ( Jmill)
Lorn-Term Debt (Jmill)
Nit Worth (Jmill)
I Eirned Total Cap
% Eirntd Not Worth
% Retained to Comm £q
* All Olv'di to Net Prof
BUSINESS: Blount, he. s i leading provider of construction
servtoss around tm world (54% ct 1987 revenues. -17% of op-
eraong inccm); Omark industries (acquved 1/85) ts 8w lead-
ing manufacturer ol saw Chan, hydrautc log loaders, and (port-
ing equipment (28%. 84%). Resource Recovery butda waata-










ducer of specialty stainless steels 10/88; (18%. 58%); Has
7.500 employees. 8,100 shareholders. 1987 dep. rate: 7.8%.
Est. plant age: 4 year*, insiders hold about 60% ol common
stock. Chairman and Chief Executive Officer: W. M. Blount.
Inc.: OE. Address- 4520 Executive Park Or.. P.O. Box 949.














































QUARTERLY REYEMULS (J nil.) « m
May 31 Airf.31 Rot. 30 Ft*. 7J rw
266.0 292-4 296.3 311.0
2312 3583 3305 3119
269.7 317.6 345.4 298.0
2815 3303 277 6 245.1
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It's not easy to separate the wheat
from the chaff in, analyzing Blount.
Difficulties with its mainstay Construction
and Engineering unit, have severely
trimmed the company's earnings power
over the past three years. Previously, these
problems were partially offset by the Ma-
chinery and Equipment manufacturing op-
erations and the highly-profitable specialty
steel business. However, this year the
situation took a turn for the worse, due to
some margin erosion in the M & E unit.
Meanwhile, C & E took charges of $61.7
million, primarily for increased reserves,
as well as a charge of $10.8 million for an
accounting change in claim revenue on con-
struction contracts. In the absence of prof-
its from Washington Steel (which was sold
in October), Blount posted a loss of $6.03.
Note: Our earnings presentation excludes a
total of $9.97 a share in nonrecurring
items.
Has the Construction and Engineering
unit finally turned the corner to prof-
itability? The C & E unit posted an opera-
ting profit of $2.0 million in the final inter-
im, on revenues of $151 million..We're not
convinced that this modest profit signals a
sustainable upturn. For one thing, overall
construction activity is likely to slow. And
while the company's effort to maintain
margins when bidding for new projects is
all to the good, some business will be lost
along the way. Thus, C & E's razor-thin
margin , will likely hover near breakeven
and the unifs recovery will remain ex-
tremely vulnerable, in our view. Our share
net estimate of 60(2 in fiscal 1989 is highly
tentative and reflects a strong contribution
from manufacturing operations and inter-
est income.
Blount is sitting on a pile of cash. The
proceeds from the sale ofwashington Steel
and interest income have boosted the cash
per share to roughly $10; 15. At the current
quote, this stock appears to be cheap. Still,
with management holding 63% of the
shares and most of the votes, the company
is hardly raider bait. We think most inves-
tors would do better elsewhere.
Janet L. Folk " April 28, 1989
CASH POSmON
Currant Assets to Current liabilities:
C*** & Eqwv'i to Current Lieb'bes:





(A) Fiscal year ends Feb. 281h or 29th of
fol'g cal. year (8) Based on avg shs. out-
st Next egs. report due late June. Exc
gain from disc ops.: 88. $10.87, nonrecur.
gain (toss): "87. 24«: 88. (90c): extra, gan:
85. 74c (C) Next drv d rrag. about May 29.
Goes ex about June 14. Or/d pmL dales:
Jan. 4. Apr. 3. Jury 3. Od 2. Inc. spec drv.
12/88, 50c (0) Ind intaa In 87: $619 ,
mav $5.1 7/sh. (E) In mi., adj. for stock
spits. (F) Class B elects 75% of board.
Class A receives add! drv d of 1 1/4c
Company' i Financial Strength C+ +
Stock'* Price Stability . 60
Price Growth Persistence 45
Earnings Predictability 25




/ Relative Price Perform- \
\ ance N«it i J Mos. I
SAFETY 3 *•*•*
(Scale: 1 Highest to S Lowest)
BETA 85 (1.00 = Market)
1991-33 PROJECTIONS
Price Gain Ann'l Total
Return
High 35 ( + 135%) 27V.
Law 20 ( + 35%) 12".
Insider Oecieione














High: 14 1 18.5 18.4 17.0 15.0
Low: 10.8 11.3 13.9 13.5 9.0
P'E
RATIO 10.9 (KS)
14 6 21.0 213 23.5 19 5 15.6 16 5
8.3 13.3 13.8 15.5 12.5 7.6 8.4
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49.30 I Sales per sh
2.45
J
"Cash Row" per sh
1.50 1 Earnings per sh *



































1.45 Cap'l Spending per sh
14.50
x
Book Value per sh c
1.50
17.35



















































Avg Ann'l P/E Ratio
Relative P/E Ratio




CAPITAL STRUCTURE aa ol 12/31/88
Total Debt $50 7 mill Due in 5 Yrt $44 5 mill
LT Debt 148 8 mill. . LT Interest $6.2 mill.
(LT interest earned: 3 6k. total interest
coverage: 3.0x) (34% ol Cap I)
Leasee, Uncapltali2ad Annual rentals S6.3 mill.
Pension Liability

































































































































































































% Earned Total Cap'l
% Earned Net Worth
% Retained to Comm Eq














BUSINESS: The Dallas Corp (name changed Irom Overhead Door
Corp. on 1/23/85) manufactures 4 sells products lor use in residen-
tial & commercial construction, as well as vehicular equipment pro-
ducts. Leading U.S. maker of sectional doors & door operators.
Also makes steel doors, automatic doors, metal rooting systems,
traffic doors, laminated hardwood flooring for trucks & trailers.
loading dock levelers. At 12/31/88: $12.5 million m operating loss
and other unused deduction carryforwards. 88 deprec. rate: 7 4%.
Has 4,620 empls . 1,514 shrhldrs. Insiders own 9 8% ol com
.
Tem-
pleton. Galbraith & Hansberger. 15 3%. Bank ol Colorado. 14 5%.
Charter Oak Partners. 6.2% Pres.: P. C Haugh Incorporated: IN.
Address: 6750 LBJ Freeway, Oallas, TX 75240. Tel 214-233-6611.
63.9 49.1
ANNUAL RATES














































QUARTERLY SALES (J mill)





















EARNINGS PER SHARE *



















QUARTERLY OIYIOENOS PAID •

































Dallas is undergoing a restructuring.
The company has already disposed of one
operation, Johnson Metals, and intends to
sell four other units that it is currently ac-
counting for as discontinued operations.
(Last year's results have been restated to
reflect these changes.) The move should
help the income statement: Not only were
the discontinued operations losing money,
but the proceeds from their sale should
enable Dallas to significantly reduce its
debt load, repurchase shares, or make ac-
quisitions. We estimate that the disposal of
the discontinued assets will fetch about
$40 million altogether and be largely com-
pleted before the end of this year. Also,
cash flow should be enhanced another $7
million to $8 million this year by the
utilization of operating loss and other un-
used deduction carryforwards.
We think share earnings will advance
35% in 1989. We look for the Overhead
Door group to lead the way with a 5% in-
crease in volume and a more profitable
product mix in the residential sector as
Dallas increases penetration of the higher-
margined retrofit and remodeling markets.
Modest price adjustments, effective in Jan-
uary, should also nudge margins wider.
Meanwhile, we expect specialty products
operations to restore operating profits to
1986 levels, and TODCO to experience flat
results. With strong cash flow (including
non-operating sources) enabling a pay
down of debt and/or share buyback, we
think share net can reach $1.50 this year.
We see moderate investor appeal in
these shares. We expect a marked share
earnings advance this year to enable this
equity to at least perform in line with the
market. (The Timeliness rank has been
suspended due to the restructuring.) As
currently configured, capital appreciation
potential to '91-'93 appears about average.
We note, however, that strong cash flow
should support the healthy dividend and
could well encourage the making of small-
to medium-sized acquisitions that might
boost our long-range expectations.
Mark A. Weintraub April 28, 1989
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J07 8U6M UX71\)
(A) Based on average shares outstanding. In-
cludes nonrecurring charge (stemming Irom
UFO switch): 79. 46c. Excludes loss on discon-
tinued operations: 85. SI 10/. '88. $1 08 Ex-
cludes extraordinary loss: '87. 93c. Next earn-
ings report due m mid May (B) Next dividend
meeting about May 17 Goes ex about June 17
Approximate dividend payment dates: Jan 1.
Apr 5, July 6. Oct. 8. (C) Includes intangibles
In 88: S3 2 mill . 43c. (0) In millions.











The following are calculations for finding the average
Z-score and standard deviation for the sample of construction and
manufacturing firms. The Student Edition of MathCAD 2.0 was used
to make these calculations.
69

Calculations -for Z-score -for the sample o-f construction -firms,
XI X3 X4
0. 070 0. 198 0. 104 . 290 1 . 890 n
0. 118 0. 038 . 11 2 . 360 0. 888 N : = rows ( Yc
)
0.233 0.094 . 1
8
2.214 490
0. 196 0.255 . 1
5
1 . 038 125 J := cols(Yc)
0. 309 0.341 . 09
1
0.784 1. 469
Yc " 0. 127 0. 053 0.096 0. 090 0. 315 i : = . . N - 1
. 048 0.034 0. 096 0. 980 0. 208
0.118 0.266 0.055 0.475 2 267 j : = J — 1
. 306 0. 080 0. 004 0. 030 0. 580
.191 . 254 0. 067 1. 181 0. 707.
XI — Wor ki ng Capital / Tota 1 Asset s
X2 = Retai ned Earni n gs / To tal Assets
X3 = EBIT / Total Assets
X4 = Market V alue o-f Equi ty / Book V£ilue o-f Total Debt
X5 = Ssties / Total Assets
Mean value o-f each Xj Standard Deviation o-f each X j :







































XL « i-i- 1
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Check the discriminant coefficients for significance:
Yc T Yc
0.369 0.308 0.093
0.308 0.376 0. 102



























Since matrix Z = Beta, test of significance
for Regression is OK.
Z-score Average for construction:
Zavg := M Beta
Zavg = 2.507
Z-score Standard Deviation:
Si gma : = S Beta
Si gma = 1 . 655
71

Calculations -for Z-score for the sample of manufacturing firms
































































i : = . . N - 1






Working Capital / Total Assets
Retained Earnings / Total Assets
EDIT / Total Assets
Market Value of Equity / Book Value of Total Debt
Sales / Total Assets
Mean value of each Xj: Standard Deviation of each Xj:
"
<j>]








Following are the sampled manufacturing
Z-scores:
Zm := Ym Z
< J >







































































Since Matrix Z = Beta, test of significance
for Regression is OK.
Z-score Average for Manufacturing:
Zavg := M Beta
Zavg « 4. 107
Z-score Standard Deviation:
Si gma : = S Beta








in ttjer construction in-
dustry,
sPf'en

